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O B J E C T I V E : 
To learn how to correctly use some of the Greek conjunctions
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Memory Verse:

&Hmei'" a*gapw'men au*toVn
         

   We      love      Him

           
     IWANNOU A 4:19

     I John 4:19a

This is the rst part of  I John 4:19, which we will nish memorizing next week.  

Notice that the rst word in this verse is one of  the pronouns that you learned 

in the e*gw paradigm.  What case is the word h&mei'", and what part does it play in 

the verse above?

day 1: Vocabulary

Review Bible verses.

 a*llav   but

 ei*   if

 o@ti   because, that

 +dev   and, but

The rst thing you probably noticed about your vocabulary words today is that 

peculiar ‘plus sign’ before the Greek word dev.  This sign is present to make us aware 

that this word cannot ever begin a phrase in Greek, although we commonly begin 

phrases in English with both the words ‘and’ and ‘but’.  This word is referred to 

grammatically as a postpositive.  Usually, it is the second word in the phrase.  Notice 

also that there are two words for ‘but’ on your list.  The word a*llav is a strong word, 

and it is used when you really want to draw attention to the contrast between two 

things.  “I thought he was lying but I was wrong.”  The word dev is milder:  “I thought 

about going, but decided against it.” 

You will notice that the word for if  is nearly identical to the second person singular 
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form of  ei*miv, ei^.  The only difference between these two words is that ei* (if) 
has no accent, while ei^ (you are) has the circumex accent.  Though you are not 

required to learn the accents at this point, it is important to note this distinction 

and remember it.   

All of  the vocabulary words this week are conjunctions.  They are words used to 

join two phrases, words, or thoughts, and they show the relationship between 

the two parts.  

Review vocabulary:

a*gaqov"   good (moral)

a!llo"    other

e!scato"   last

kakov"    bad

kalov"    good, beautiful

day 2: Using the postpositive dev

Remember that whenever the word dev shows up in a sentence or phrase, it is not 

going to be the lead word like it is in English.  Greek writers usually like to slip it 

in right after the rst word in the sentence, regardless of  what that word is.  Study 

these examples:

…but the man suffers

o& deV a!nqrwpo" pavscei.

…but a faithful apostle speaks

pistoV" deV a*povstolo" levgei.

…but I hear

a*kouvw dev

Notice how the word dev appears as the second word in each phrase above.  


